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046615@putra.unisza.edu.my 
by Siti Maisarah Mohd Noor - Friday, 18 October 2019, 1:01 AM 

  
For me, your way of delivering the lectures in class make me easier to understand the whole 
concept of this subject. Instead of just using the scientific terminology, more layman terms are used 
to explain the content of lectures. I enjoyed your class as I can easily understand your explanations 
regarding the lecture's content. Thank you, Prof.  
 

feedback 
by NUR SYAHEILA AFNI BINTI SAFRI SYAHEILA - Friday, 18 October 2019, 11:48 PM 

  
the teaching method is very fun and interactive. the subject can be a little bit dry but lecturer knows 
how to make it interesting.  
lecture session are finished on time too. 
 

046575@putra.unisza.edu.my 
by Nur Nadiah Syuhada Ramli - Saturday, 19 October 2019, 12:48 AM 

  
For me, the way Prof. explaining each concept make it easier for me to understand and remember 
each concept. It is very interesting to learn this subject. 
 

feedback 
by NUR ADIANA UDIN - Saturday, 19 October 2019, 12:49 AM 

  
For me, i can understand well each topic that you teach us . The way you explain in the class can 
make me more to understand and help to memorise in brief. Plus, the lecture note that you give is 
interesting and you already highlight the key points of the notes which can help us for examination. I 

enjoyed your class very well pro. Thank you prof   
 

Feedback 
by Nur Izzati Yasmin - Sunday, 20 October 2019, 2:59 PM 

  
For me, Prof style of teaching is interesting and not boring thus making me not drift off to sleep 
during Scientific Communication class. The content is sweet and short but really understanding. 
 

Feedback 

by Ainaa Najihah Abd Razak - Tuesday, 22 October 2019, 7:41 PM 

  

For me, Prof style of teaching is interesting with the given of general knowledge and not 
boring thus making me not drift off to sleep during the class. The lecture note that you 
give is interesting and you already highlight the key points of the notes which can help 
us for examination. Thank you prof. 
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https://www.kelip.unisza.edu.my/user/view.php?id=23537&course=5516


 Feedback 

by Nadhira Mohd - Tuesday, 22 October 2019, 9:55 PM 

  

For me, your teaching skills are very interactive, fun and enjoyable. You know how to attract 
students' attention and communicate with students instead of just read on slide. You also explained 
and give new information for me about world of science. You delivered the lecture very well and 
followed the LO of the subjects . Thank you Prof.  

Feedback 

by NURUL NADIAH BINTI AHMAD TAJUDDIN - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 12:20 AM 

  

As for me, i like the way you delivered your lecture. It make us more understand about the lecture. In 
short, the lecture was delivered in interactive way and it easy for us to understand. Thank you, prof. 

Feedback 

by GABRIEL LAW - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 10:17 AM 

  

I like the way Prof. teach. Prof.'s lectures are very interesting. Please keep up your good work.  

Feedback 

by Jia Jia Lim - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 3:53 PM 

  

I enjoyed your style of teaching by incorporating many life stories, experiences, and 
scenarios to the lesson. It makes the lecture session more interesting and gives 
structure for us to explore more knowledge. Thank you, prof! 

  

Feedback 

by HANISAH ADZFAR BINTI MOHAMMAD DILMI - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 4:38 PM 

  

I was very enjoy the learning because Prof. include some stories, advises and current news and 
issues that related to the topic you teaching. This make the learning process is enjoyable, attractive 
and  harmonious. Both of lecture and the slides are simple yet easy to understand. Overall, I 
satisfied with Prof's teaching. Thank you very much prof! 

Feedback 

by Mumtazah Mohd Nasir - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 4:44 PM 
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The way you deliver the lectures make me understand more easily when you insert stories, 
experience and scenario during the lessons. In short, we don't only increase our knowledge in 
education only but also increase our knowledge about life. Thank you very much Prof 

feedback 

by nadhirah anwar - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 4:45 PM 

  

your slide is easy to understand because you highlighted the important point  

you teach in an easy way to understand  

i like when you want to discuss on exam paper as i can know my mistakes where i can improve 
more  

you're giving me extra knowledge when you asked us to find more on any disasters related to 
scientist wrongdoing and when you put in the link in kelip  

thank you prof for teaching us from behaviour until sc communication   

046533@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by INTAN NUR HAZIRAH BINTI MOHD ANUAR - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 5:56 PM 

  

I enjoyed your class. All the notes are simple, not using lengthy words and easier to understand. 

Thank you Prof, best lecturer ever  

047296@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by Nurhazrina Zahri - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 6:04 PM 

  

I like the teaching style of Prof Lua as you always try to understand us as students and try to reduce 
our burdens. Prof Lua lectures' note also very simple, understandable and properly arranged. This 
help a lot for me to do my own revision notes. Prof Lua's class is the most interesting, enjoyable yet 
give many knowledge to me as a student. 

 

Feedback Prof.Lua 

by SHOLEHA ABDUL SAMAD - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 8:23 PM 

  

I really prefer Prof.Lua's style of teaching. She's very inspiring, fun, tell lots of stories, lots of jokes 
and tons of new knowlege. Hope to get a chance to learn more from her in the future. 

feedback 

by NUR NAJIHAH MOHD AFFANDI - Wednesday, 23 October 2019, 9:47 PM 
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I love your way of teaching. From sharing simple life advice to explain the lectures' context, i 
personally enjoyed it almost all the time. Your lecture notes also easy to understand, simple yet full 
of information. Thank you, Prof! 

Feedback teaching 

by nurul izni abdul manap - Thursday, 24 October 2019, 4:24 PM 

  

I love the way you teach us. You are full of knowledge and you like to share your knowledge with us. 
I also like how you mark our test and give feedback for the test. I wish you can teach us again. 

Feedback 

by Syed Hafizi - Thursday, 24 October 2019, 5:53 PM 

  

Lectures are fun and easy to understand.Lecture notes provided are also simple yet very informative 
and are also easy to understand. 

Feedback 

by Thiveashiny Kaliappan - Thursday, 24 October 2019, 7:26 PM 

  

 I enjoyed your lectures for the past 5 weeks. The way prof conveying the teaching in class very 
simple and can relate to many events. Thank you for sharing your knowledge with us.   

 

feedback 

by Siti Hajar Padzil - Thursday, 24 October 2019, 11:27 PM 

  

Overall for this course teach by Prof. Lua are very interesting and fun. Prof. have share lots of her 
experience and public knowledge to us. Prof always be prepared in our class. And the best part the 
notes are simple and easy to understand. Thank you prof.  

FEEDBACK 

by Nursyahira Sahbudin - Friday, 25 October 2019, 5:35 AM 

  

For the past 5 weeks of lecture, I enjoyed learning this subject from Prof Lua. The lecture notes are 
packed with information and easy to understand. There were some new knowledge shared that I 
barely knew and never read before. Overall, I like this class 

Feedback 

by Nurul Syahirah binti Rusli - Friday, 25 October 2019, 5:45 AM 
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I enjoyed your class and your lecture note is easily understand. thank you for teaching me.    

feedback 

by KAA YOKE NEO - Friday, 25 October 2019, 11:28 AM 

  

Stories teaching style very interesting and not getting bored. Easier to understand and memorize. 

Feedback 

by Nur Aisyah Adaman - Friday, 25 October 2019, 4:18 PM 

  

The teaching style is interesting which makes me never feel boring but it attracts me more to 
listening the lecture. Lecture note are simple but easy to understand. It is also fun to learning with 
Prof Lua although lecture is about theory. 

feedback 

by NUR AINAA FATINI BUSTAMAN - Friday, 25 October 2019, 4:27 PM 

  

i think your class is super fun,i love the way you teach and understand us, thank you prof and keep 
up the good work 

Feedback 

by Asma' Aziz - Friday, 25 October 2019, 9:46 PM 

  

As far I can say, your teaching skill really amazing. The way you deliver the messages is interesting 
and simple. Other than lecture content, I have learnt a lot from you, prof, especially about humanity 
and common sense. I also enjoy your story-telling a lot, which had open my mind about this world. 
All I am going to say, I will miss you. Keep up the good work prof, may you success in life. Thank 
you! 

feedback 

by AMNI AMALIN SAM'UN - Saturday, 26 October 2019, 9:43 AM 

  

Saya suka cara Prof yang tidak membebankan pelajar terutamanya untuk test. Ini sangatlah 
membantu kami mendapatkan carry marks terbaik dan kami juga dapat mengetahui cara menjawab 
dengan adanya sesi perbincangan jawapan test. Sesi mengajar juga sangat berkesan dengan 
banyak contoh yang Prof bagi yang juga diselitkan dengan cerita-cerita fakta ataupun dari 
pengalaman. Pengajaran dan pembelajaran sebegitu sangat berkesan kepada saya. Terima kasih 
Prof 

046956@putra.unisza.edu.my 
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by Nur Khairina Noor Kamal - Friday, 1 November 2019, 6:59 PM 

  

Style of teaching is excellent and the notes provided is also excellent (prof highlighted the keypoint 
to be memorize by student easily). 

Feedback 

by NURUL FARAHAZIQAH BINTI MOHD ZAIDI FarahZaidi - Sunday, 3 November 2019, 10:02 AM 

  

Two-ways communication method used in the lecturer. 

Gives the interesting input about the world disaster. 

Simple and easy to understand the content of the notes. 

Unique and fun. 

046317@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by Maizaful Farhana Mustaming - Monday, 4 November 2019, 7:36 PM 

  

Feedback  

Unique way of teaching. I do enjoyed listening to the lectures with the addition of general knowledge 
each time we have class. The same with the notes, not so complicated, easy to understand and be 
digested. The way the lectures being delivered also excellent . As for the slides, not too wordy and 
the wording use is understandable and the design also quite nice.  

Feedback 

by NURUL AIMI HAFIZAH SHAMSUDDIN - Tuesday, 5 November 2019, 12:41 AM 

  

I really love your teaching style Prof, very relaxing yet interesting, help us to understand notes in a 

simple way. We really enjoy it Prof. Thank you Prof  

046150@putra.unisza.edu.my 

by SITI NURHIDAYAH MOHD SHOKRI - Sunday, 10 November 2019, 11:49 AM 

  

I love the style of your teaching. Its very simple and easy to understand. The lecture note provided 
also very informative and easy to understand.  

Feedback 

by Farha Nasirah Kamarudin - Sunday, 10 November 2019, 9:51 PM 

  

I really adore your teaching style prof  Your notes are simple and easy to be understood. I feel 
relaxed and not stressed at all when attending your class. Thank you prof! hope to see you in the 
future 
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Feedback 

by Shezrin Emiera - Monday, 11 November 2019, 10:29 PM 

  

For me, I really love your style of teaching which you attract us to become more interested in 
learning this subject. You also made the 2 hours learning period become less intense and relax even 
though the subject is kind of new to us. Also, I like it how you keep on coming to class on time and 
sometimes, you even able to show up before the class starts. By doing that, we, as students become 
more eager to come early to class as we believe that we can be as punctual as you too! Last but not 
least, thank you for teaching me this subject and also for sharing too many valuable lessons for me 
to follow in order to become a great person later on. Wishing you a healthy, healthful and joyful life 
ahead Prof!   

FEEDBACk 

by NURULAIN SYAZWANI NOR AZIMI - Friday, 15 November 2019, 4:55 PM 

  

I admire your way of teaching. It makes me understand better when you relate the topics with current 
issue. The lecture note is simple and easy to understand 

FEEDBACk 

by NURULAIN SYAZWANI NOR AZIMI - Friday, 15 November 2019, 4:55 PM 

  

I admire your way of teaching. It makes me understand better when you relate the topics with current 
issue. The lecture note is simple and easy to understand 
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